
Use place-based leadership to work past barriers in prevention and recovery supports and services.

Fully utilize the strengths of both prevention and recovery experts.

Connect your community needs and strengths with available funding sources, evidence-based

practice, social determinants of health and quality of life indicators.

Work in community prevention and recovery teams.

Launch services and supports unique to your community with a plan for sustainability.

Receive guided, action-oriented training and technical assistance from leaders in the field. Our

technical assistance team will help you work through barriers.

Master facilitation techniques and learn conflict resolution skills associated with prevention and

recovery systems.

You can expect to: 

The Bridging Prevention and Recovery Program helps communities understand, develop, and apply

approaches using hands-on tools to unite towards common community goals that prevent substances

misuse and promote recovery. This program guides communities in developing a clear and supported

path for youth prevention and recovery friendly supports by providing a road map that promotes

wellness and resiliency and assists communities with recovering from the crushing impacts of substance

use disorder.

SAFE Project’s Bridging Prevention and Recovery  is a new evidence-based program model designed to

provide substance use disorder professionals with a step-by-step process to facilitate sustainable

integration of traditionally siloed approaches.

Learn more!

A SAFE Project Program
BRIDGING PREVENTION AND RECOVERY

https://youtu.be/aQjFJy8xyxQ
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For questions or more information, 
please contact community@safeproject.us.

Bridging Prevention and Recovery

Bridging Prevention and Recovery

Watch a preview webinar:

"You bridged the conversation between folks who often work

on different ends of the spectrum. Prevention and recovery

are the best allies for one another. That was something that

drove through in all of this process.” – BPR Participant

https://youtu.be/aQjFJy8xyxQ
community@safeproject.us


Each module is structured in a learning cohort format, allowing prevention and recovery professionals

from across the nation to participate together virtually. Community-based exercises will be assigned

following each live module and one-on-one technical assistance will be available to each community.

Participants must commit to attending all six cohort sessions and a minimum of four technical

assistance sessions. 

Save the Dates!
Be a Part of the Next Virtual

Bridging Prevention and 
Recovery Cohort!

BRIDGING PREVENTION AND RECOVERY

Who Should Attend?

How to Register
Only 10 Community Spots Available Per Cohort!

Community involvement is critical to the success of this work, so in the spirit of uniting prevention and

recovery systems, at least one representative from each sector who will be leading and facilitating

community-based integration efforts should commit to attending all of the live sessions.

For registration questions, please contact community@safeproject.us. 

About SAFE Project

SAFE Project is a national 501(c)3 nonprofit committed to overcoming the epidemic of addiction in the

United States. Using a collaborative, multi-pronged and non-partisan approach, our key initiatives focus

on SAFE Campuses, SAFE Communities, and SAFE Veterans. They are fueled by SAFE Project’s six lines

of operation: public awareness, full-spectrum prevention, prescriptions & medical response, law

enforcement & criminal justice, treatment & recovery and family outreach & support. Thanks to the

generosity of our donors and the support from our volunteers, SAFE turns hope into action through

transformative programs, training, and technical assistance. For more information, visit safeproject.us.

For questions or more information, 
please contact community@safeproject.us.

safeproject.us/prevention-recovery
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We are currently recruiting for communities who

want to join our third cohort beginning in February

2021. 

Please contact us at community@safeproject.us for

further information.

Visit: safeproject.us/prevention-recovery

Each community slot must include one prevention and one recovery representative. 

Participants who complete the cohort series will receive a completion certificate upon request and a free

copy of SAFE Project’s “Bridging Prevention and Recovery” Program Manual.

The cost of attendance is $3,000 per community.

community@safeproject.us
https://www.safeproject.us/article/announcing-safe-projects-newest-program-bridging-prevention-recovery/
community@safeproject.us
safeproject.us
community@safeproject.us
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